
Cross compiling in the cloud with kubernetes
Building for all platforms without the headache



•Who am I?

•What is fyne-cross?

•Difficulty of targeting all platforms

•Using a kubernetes cluster to run your build

•Geoffrey.fynelabs.com

•Future for fyne-cross

The plan



•Cedric Bail <cedric@fynelabs.com>

•Software developer in C, C++ and go lately

•CTO @ Fynelabs

•Trying to create useful products for Fyne ecosystem

Who am I?

mailto:cedric@fynelabs.com


•Each developer has one computer

•A very long list of possible computer for each user

•OS: Android, BSDs, MacOS, Linux, Windows, …

•CPU: x86, x86_64, arm, arm64, …

The problem



•go compiler does cross compile to all those OS

•you need a C cross compiler for each platform

•you need glfw for each platform

Solution: Cross compiling!



•we had containers with tools for each platform

•had a tool to do build in those container

What if?



•That’s exactly what fyne-cross is!

•Cool, no? Thanks Luca Corbo for this!

•Container for each OS/CPU with everything you need

• Latest go and latest fyne available too

•Just need docker or podman

fyne-cross!



fyne-cross!



• Lots of storage for each platform for the container

•Time consuming to build for each platform

•Consume a lot of resource when using github action

Difficulty of targeting all platforms



•Company do have kubernetes cluster

•Use it now to offload your cross compilation

•As much build in parallel as your cluster can handle

Using a kubernetes cluster to run your build



•Still in PR

•Refactored code to abstract logic to control containers

•Create/Control/Destroy kubertes pods

•Can be used from github action, drone deploy, …

fyne-cross kubernetes support



fyne-cross



•Fynelabs is using fyne-cross

•Easy and fast build system to easily deliver application

Even easier!



geoffrey.fynelabs.com



geoffrey.fynelabs.com



geoffrey.fynelabs.com



•Adding selfupdate right now

•Adding application store delivery

•Hosted portal

•Get in touch!

Geoffrey



fyne-cross engine interface



fyne-cross kubernetes prepare



•Amazing tool!

•More cross compilation support (zig?)

•Refactor command line arguments

•Add to fyne as a new command

•Automatically detect if fyne should use fyne-cross

fyne-cross future



Reach out on slack cedric or discord bluebugs


